COVID-19 DEATHS
17,367

COVID-19 CASES
866,623

COVID-19 VACCINES
5,199,770
New This Week...

Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine
Storage and Handling Summary

Refrigerator
Unpunctured vials may be stored in the refrigerator between 2° to 8°C (36° to 46°F) for up to 30 days.*
- Do NOT refreeze thawed vaccine.
- Thawed vaccine can be handled in room light.
- Monitor how long the vaccine has been in the refrigerator using CDC’s beyond-use date labels.
  - Remove the box from frozen storage.
  - Complete the information on the storage label.
  - Attach it to the box holding the vaccine vials.
  - Once labeled, place vaccine in the refrigerator.
Punctured vials may be stored between 2°F and 25°C (36°F and 77°F) for up to 12 hours.

Temperature Monitoring

Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine
Store vaccine between 2°C and 8°C (36°F and 46°F) for up to 30 days.
Lot number(s): 123456A
Today’s date: 4/10/2021 USE BY Date: 5/21/2021
*After this date/time, do NOT use. Contact the manufacturer for guidance. If directed to discard the vaccine, follow the manufacturer’s and your jurisdiction’s guidance on proper disposal.

Vaccine may be transported for 12 cumulative hours.

Transport date: 4/5/21
Time in transport: 2 hrs
Time remaining: 10 hrs
Name: Amy Nurse RN
Starting May 3rd, order Moderna via ASIIS. Can order 200 doses every 2 weeks. High volume clinics that previously received and used more doses should note that on the order.

No Changes to J&J ordering. Continue ordering via counties.

Stay Tuned- Updates to Pfizer EUA. Expecting Pfizer to be approved for children 12-16! If you are in Maricopa County, onboarded/ activated providers received an email yesterday about ordering.
VFC and COVID Order Approvals

Effective immediately provider offices will no longer receive a courtesy “your order is approved” email when an order is approved in ASIIS.
To check the status of your order follow the instructions below:

- Log into ASIIS
- Go to Orders/Transfers> Create/View Orders
- Check the Status of your order. It will change to one of the following:
  - In Manual Review > Pending State Approval > Approved > Shipped, OR
  - In Manual Review > Pending State Approval > Denied

***Note: If an order is denied by AIPO the Primary and Back-Up Coordinator will be notified.
Once an order is shipped, tracking information is available within the order.

- Go to Orders/ Transfers > Create/ View Orders > Select arrow for Inbound order
- Click on Cancel when done
Will I be penalized for COVID-19 vaccine wastage? Will it count towards my VFC wastage?

- The COVID-19 vaccines are a US Government Asset. The government is entrusting you with the vaccines when you sign the CDC Agreement. An agreement means the doses have strings attached. You are required to report to ASIIS, for example.
- ADHS asked the CDC about the expectations regarding the wastage of COVID-19 vaccines and has not received any information.
- VFC Vaccines are also a US Government asset. VFC vaccines have a 5% wastage grace for unforeseen circumstances. VFC doses should not be wasted.
- Providers may be asked to replace wasted VFC doses, depending on the situation and amount of wastage.
Tips to Reduce Wastage

1. Only order what you need
2. Account for every dose in ASIIS
3. Make plans to use doses (not too restrictive)
Poll
Are you reporting to CDC vaccine finder?
WHERE DO YOU REPORT DOSES?

Local allocations: Daily Reporting

State Immunization Registry:
Daily reporting of patient record that links to ASIIS inventory management. Use EMR HL7 connection or manual data entry. ASIIS reports detail inventory to CDC.

Vaccine Finder:
Federal CDC daily report number of doses given & on-hand. Both local and Federal allocations.

Your County Health Department System:
Daily reporting of number of Pfizer/J&J doses given.

Optional: ADHS Vaccine Management System

ADHS VMS:
Patient registration portal. Report doses given in clinic. Doses reported to ASIIS. Does not bill

Federal Allocations: All IHS some FQHC & Pharmacy

VaccineFinder

Vtrakcs: Daily report number of doses given & patient data for some pharmacies, FQHCs and IHS. Only for Federal doses. Have to report locally allocated to state and county.

Vaccine Finder:
Federal Daily report number of doses given & on-hand. Federal and local allocations.
Billing
EVALUATION
Tell us how we can improve

EMAIL US
We are here to help you all!
TAPIadmin@tapi.org

NEXT TOPIC
TBD

OPEN FORUM
Come with other questions

See You Next Thursday at 12:00pm!